
Subject: Renegade Global Community Tournament
Posted by Mr.Mom on Sun, 26 Jul 2009 16:57:36 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The CW.cc community is hosting a huge tournament that will bring some excitement back to
Renegade. The renegade forums have already agreed to help with anything needed. Together we
are hoping to make this tournament fun and something to remember for ages!  I am inviting all
communities to participate in the tournament. Below you can see all the details of the tournament.

Tournament Information
 
Title: Renegade Global Community Tournament (RGCT)
 
Type: Double Elimination Tournament (will create a third party bracket with link on renegade
forums)
 
Size: 10+ Communities (15 player rosters each, 10 regulars + 5 subs)
 
Match Time and Date: Saturdays @ 9pm GMT
 
Seedings: Random Match-ups.
 
Server Host: Dedicated RGCT Servers.
 
Maps: TBD (finals will be Field)

Rules:
Time limit: 30 minutes
Starting credits: 0
Crates: default (yellow crates)
Pointmod: off
Ped beacon wins: off
Donations: off
Vehicle shells: off
Weapons drop: off
Weapons spawn: off
Flaming infantry/vehicles: disallowed
Wall jumping with vehicles: disallowed
Wall jumping with infantry: allowed
One man wall jumping: disallowed
B2B: disallowed
Building Hopping: disallowed
Tunnel beacons: disallowed
Islands: b2b from first island disallowed
Hourglass: hill camp allowed

Match Format:
Each Round both communities should play each side(NOD + GDI) on the designated map.
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Victory:
1. Base destruction (BD) - If one community wins a side by base destruction and the other does
not, then the community who destroyed the others base advances. If both communities destroyed
each others base, then the community who did it in the fastest time wins.
2. Building Points (BP) - If neither community destroys the others base, then buildings that were
destroyed on each side will be added up. The community with the most building points will
advance.
WF, STRIP, BAR, HAND = 2 BP
All other buildings = 1 BP
Turret + GT = 0 BP
3. Total Score (TS)- If their is a tie in building points, then total scores will be added. The
community with the highest total score will advance. If their is a tie in total score, then a third
round will be played with random sides.

BD --> BP --> TS
If both BD --> Time limit
If both BP equal --> TS
If both TS equal --> Third round random sides
 
Sportsmanship:
We would like to keep this tournament good clean fun. So all community leaders will be held
responsible for their own communities sportsmanship. Public chat (F2) should be used only to ask
important questions, or say things like "nice shot" and "good game".

Estimated Dates:
July 26th, 2009 - Letter goes out notifying all communities of the tournament on renforums +
sign-ups for each community opened.
August 21st, 2009 - Last day to join the tournament. All communities must submit rosters.
August 22nd, 2009 -  Poll to seed each community should be announced and started.
August 29th, 2009 - Match-ups are announced and bracket posted
September 5th, 2009 -  First round of Tournament starts.

FAQ:
How do we get the match results at the end of each round? 
Winning community submits SS as proof.
How do we know which buildings were killed? 
Ingame screenshots and logs.
How do we know if there was base destruction or not? 
End game screenshots.
How do we know the time limit and total points? 
End game screenshots.
Where do the winning communities submit their SS and logs? 
Renegade forums.
Can a player compete for more than one community?
No.

Prizes:
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n00bstories has generously donated $200 worth of cash prizes!!! 1st place will receive $100. 2nd
place will receive $60. 3rd place will receive $40.

I think it would be hard to ask the same roster of players to make every round of the tournament.
So each round communities may go into the tournament with a new sign-up of players if they
wish. This will also give a chance for more players from each community to contribute. A
community may also choose to stick with the same roster the whole tournament.

Sign-up:
1. CW.cc (Mr.Mom)
2. Jelly (Jelly)
3. Ex0dus (Arnyswart)
4. Shadow-Team (Adad)
5. Atomix (Xpert)
6. {Os} (Moeze)
7. The Koss2 (Goztow)
8. [NE] ([NE]Fobby[GEN])
9. Tsunami Gaming (TsuScorpio)
10. St0rm (Wilo)
11. -SoQ- (-SoQ-Warlock)

Only community leaders may sign their community up.

Thank yous:
TD - A huge thanks goes out to TD for organizing and initiating the tournament! He deserves as
much credit as myself!
n00bbstories - A huge thanks goes out to n00bstories for sponsoring the tournament with some
very nice cash prizes!
Renforums - A huge thanks goes out to Renforums for hosting tournament forums! 
TSU Solutions - A huge thanks goes out to TSU Solutions for donating a VPS to the tournament.
Pvtschlag- A huge thanks goes out to pvtschlag for creating an absolutely amazing bracket.

I hope your community will be participating and look forward to your response! Thank You.
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